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75th Anniversary Year for IHEA

T

he year 2004 represents the 75th year the
Industrial Heating Equipment Association has
been in existence. Founded in 1929 and incorporated in New York in 1937 the Association was established to meet the need for an effective group action
in promoting the interests of industrial furnace
manufacturers. Over the years the Association has
expanded to include manufacturers of components
and assemblies used in the thermal processing of
materials as well as important contributors to our
industry such as the trade press, consultants, and
utility representatives.
Through our 75-year history we have maintained the
same objectives;

IHEA IS PLEASED
TO WELCOME FOUR
NEW MEMBERS
Diamond Engineering Co.
www.diamond-eng.com
Provide systems – diagnostic
equipment – to improve heat
use processes.
Duke Power
www.dukepower.com
Offer rates advice, energy analysis
and monitoring, project management, and end use testing.
Glenro Inc.
www.glenro.com
Designer and manufacturer of
heat transfer systems.
Wayne Combustion Systems
www.waynecombustion.com
Design and manufacture power
gas and oil burners.

• PROMOTE the interest of the industrial thermal
processing industry before the legislative, executive, and regulatory branches of the federal
government.
• EDUCATE member companies with regard to
government regulations, industry standards,
codes, and other matters that impact our industry.
• ENHANCE the end user’s image of member
companies by stressing the quality and integrity
of our member companies.
• Raise the level of PROFESSIONALISM within our
industry.
• Provide a FORUM for educating end user
personnel through technical seminars and
training sessions.
• Develop and maintain RELATIONSHIPS
with related trade associations throughout
the world for the purpose of assimilating
global information about our industry.
Our industry, like many others, has changed
significantly over the years. The IHEA has
been there for all member companies
throughout this period. Our Association is
more important to our industry than ever
before as we deal with international expansion, domestic downsizing, and an economy
that has been dreadful for nearly four years.
We are an association on the rise.
I would like to personally invite you to make
plans to join us this spring for IHEA’s 2004
Annual Meeting. It is scheduled for April 1417 at the beautiful Biltmore Hotel in Coral

Gables, FL. While we feel
our best years are yet to
come, I’m sure we will all
enjoy a look back at
IHEA’s 75 distinguished
years during our special
Gala Banquet.
Knowing we all are painfully aware of the depressed
business climate over the past few years, your
Association has worked hard to keep meeting costs
down while increasing meeting quality. I am pleased
to report that meeting fees for this year’s Annual
Meeting are more than 50% less than many previous
years including last year. Even at this greatly reduced
price, the quality we have come to expect remains.
This quality comes through in our timely programming topics. Subjects include: Business Ethics, a discussion on China you will not want to miss, and an
Economic Outlook. We will also have Roundtable
Discussions by industry segments that will allow you
and your staff to participate in important discussions on metal treating, aluminum, plastics and
glass. I sincerely appreciate the efforts of our program chair, John Searle, and his committee in forming an excellent program.
Additionally, the traditions that are an important
part of IHEA events – activities that allow you to
meet with fellow members and exchange thoughts
and ideas – remain a part of the program. I also want
to mention that we will be holding committee meetings during the Annual Meeting giving our outstanding committees an opportunity to further their
ongoing projects. A reduced registration fee is available to those who will be attending the committee
meetings only.
Look for additional Annual Meeting information
elsewhere in this newsletter. Also, look for details on
our May Safety Standards Seminar, highlights from
our last Combustion Seminar, industry news and
more.
I would like to personally thank the many member
company representatives that donate time and energy to making IHEA work. This truly is an organization of energetic individuals who give unselfishly of
themselves for the betterment of our industry.
I hope to see all of you in Florida!

■

2003 IHEA
OFFICERS
IHEA Elected
Officers
President
John M. Cole, P.E.
Kolene Corp.
First Vice-President
Jeffrey W. Boswell
Seco/Warwick Corp.
Second Vice-President
Steve W. Fruth
Fostoria Industries, Inc.
Treasurer
Brian Russell
Dry Coolers Inc.

IHEA Executive
Committee

IHEA’S 2004 ANNUAL MEETING HEADS TO FLORIDA

T

he 75th IHEA
Annual Meeting
is scheduled for
April 14 - 17, 2004 at
the beautiful and
historic Biltmore
Hotel in Coral
Gables, FL. This
resort will provide
the perfect setting
as IHEA celebrates its 75th year of serving its members in
the industrial heating industry.
Thanks to our Programming Committee, headed by
Chairman John Searle of Eurotherm, a timely and valuable
program has again been developed for this year’s meeting.
Program highlights include the following presentations:

John M. Cole, P.E.
(Chairman)
Kolene Corp.

ECONOMIC OUTLOOK:
THE LONG-AWAITED MANUFACTURING
RECOVERY – IS IT DURABLE?

Jeffrey W. Boswell
Seco/Warwick Corp.

Speaker: David Huether, Chief Economist, National
Association of Manufacturers

Steve W. Fruth
Fostoria Industries, Inc.
Brian Russell
Dry Coolers Inc.
Mario Ciampini
Ipsen International, Inc.
Dr. Louis Etschmaier
Hauck Manufacturing Co.
David M. Lurie
Industrial Heating

IHEA Board of
Directors
Robert G. Beattie
Process Thermal
Dynamics Inc.
Jeffrey W. Boswell
Seco/Warwick Corp.
Mario Ciampini
Ipsen International, Inc.
John B. Clarke
Diamond Engineering Co.

Manufacturing is a key element of our economy! This presentation will explore what sets manufacturing apart from
other economic sectors and will then delve into a brief
recap of the 2001-2002 recession/recovery (or lack there of
in manufacturing). The discussion will then focus on how
cyclical conditions have improved rather dramatically and
why a meaningful manufacturing recovery is now in the
cards for 2003. Finally, we’ll take a look at some structural
problems that will continue to challenge the manufacturing sector as we move forward.

ETHICS ARE ESSENTIAL
Speaker: Steve Houston, President, Ethics First Institute
This session will detail the value of creating an ethical
business philosophy and how you can drive it throughout
your organization. You will learn why people make unethical choices, how ethics is central to the relationships
between customers, vendors, and employees, and how
doing business any other way will fail in the long run.

THE CHINA SYNDROME
Speakers: William Primosch, Director of International
Business Policy, National Association of Manufacturers &
Mr. Wang, Chinese Embassy Trade & Commercial Office
Representative
It’s likely that China is the hottest topic being discussed
today when it comes to U.S. manufacturing. This session is
designed to provide prospective from both sides of the
issues – from the U.S. we’ll hear from a representative of
NAM; from China, we’ll get the viewpoint of the Chinese
Embassy’s Trade and Commercial Office. This unique
session promises to be of interest to all!

ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSIONS
On the final morning a series of roundtable discussions
on the Glass, Metal Treating, Aluminum, and Plastics
industries will run concurrently. A moderator will begin
each table discussion with a brief status of their industry
segment followed by open discussion among roundtable
attendees. You will have the opportunity to participate in
two roundtables, as each topic will repeat after 75 minutes.
Roundtable Moderators include:
Glass
James A. Shell, Shell Glass Consulting, Inc.
Metal Treating
Heat Treater Representative
Aluminum
Stephen White, PBR Columbia LLC
Plastics
Thomas Swarbrick, Wizard Consulting
In addition to the above presentations, IHEA’s Annual
Meeting will include: Committee meetings & reports;
presentations from IHEA’s President; an update on IRED;
a European industry report from CECOF representatives;
and a variety of social activities that include a putting
tournament, golf outing, croquet tournament, and our
very special 75th Anniversary Gala Banquet.
For complete Annual Meeting details including a registration form, hotel & travel information and general meeting
tips, visit www.ihea.org or call IHEA Headquarters at
513-231-5613. ■

John M. Cole, P.E.
Kolene Corp.
John A. Collins
Surface Combustion, Inc.
Dr. Louis Etschmaier
Hauck Manufacturing Co.
Steve W. Fruth
Fostoria Industries, Inc.
David M. Lurie
Industrial Heating
Brian Russell
Dry Coolers Inc.
Virgus Volertas
Honeywell International

IHEA Executive
Vice-President
Anne Goyer
aygoyer@one.net

Legal Counsel
Arthur L. Herold
Webster, Chamberlain
& Bean
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NEW NFPA 86 STANDARD REVISIONS TO BE PRESENTED
AT IHEA’S SAFETY STANDARDS SEMINAR

I

HEA will hold its annual Safety Standards Seminar on
Tuesday, May 11 & Wednesday, May 12, 2004 at the Hyatt
Regency O’Hare in Rosemont, IL.
This year’s Safety Standards Seminar will be reviewing the
newly released edition of NFPA 86 Standard for Ovens and
Furnaces, which became available in September of 2003. It
is a complete revision that incorporates NFPA 86C,
Standard for Industrial Furnaces Using a Special
Processing Atmosphere, and NFPA 86D, Standard for
Industrial Furnaces Using Vacuum as an Atmosphere, into
one comprehensive standard.
The entire document has been rearranged and renumbered. Manual of Style changes were incorporated
throughout the document, which moved Referenced
Publications to Chapter 2 and Definitions to Chapter 3.
Unenforceable language was removed.
And a significant number of technical changes and clarifications were made throughout the document, including
but not limited to:
• Proof of Closure / Valve Proving
• Leak Testing SSOV’s / Leak Rates
• Oil System Requirements

• Interposing Relays
• Isolation Valve
• Contaminant Control / Strainer & Drip Leg
• Venting to an Approved Location
• Vent limiters
• Temperature Limit Controller requirement for indication
and cautions on component failures
• Purging and Safety Ventilation
• Continuous Vapor Concentration High Limit Controller
• Storage Systems for Special Atmospheres
• Inert Purge Gas Requirements
“Attending the IHEA Safety Standards Seminar this year is
of particular importance,” noted Seminar Chairman Ray
Ostrowski. “Our speakers were closely involved with all of
the revisions that have been made to NFPA 86 and this is
the best place for someone to learn firsthand of the
updates to the newly published code.”
This seminar includes a complete copy of NFPA 86. For a
course outline and complete seminar details, visit IHEA’s
website: www.ihea.org or call IHEA at 513-231-5613 for a
printed brochure. Registration fees for this two-day event
are $675 per person. Registrations are limited so early registration is encouraged. ■

IHEA Exhibits at the ASM Heat
Treat 2003 Show.

Fall Business Meeting Wrap-Up
And Photos

At the September Heat Treat show held in
Indianapolis, IHEA signed on new members
while giving many current IHEA members the
opportunity to meet the new association management team for the first time. IHEA also unveiled
a newly designed exhibit booth at the show. ■

The Fall Business Conference took place October 8
at the Hyatt Regency O’Hare. In addition
to committee meetings, the President’s
remarks, and committee reports, the
new NFPA Standards were reviewed.
The event closed with dinner and
entertainment at Café La Cave. Thanks
to Program Chair, John Searle and the
Program Planning Committee for a
great Fall Business Meeting. ■

IHEA President,
John Cole (left),
Marketing
Communications
& Membership
Chairman,
Doug Glenn, and
IHEA staff member,
Andy Goyer work
the IHEA booth at
the Heat Treat
Show.

I H E A

R E V I E W

Ted Jablkowski (left) discusses the new NFPA 86
standard with John Clarke (center) and John Cole
(right).

Combustion Seminar
The 34th Annual Combustion Seminar was held
on October 6 & 7 at the Hyatt Regency O’Hare.
There were 33 registrants at the two day educational sessions with a tabletop exposition of
products, systems and technology information.
Attendee evaluations were very positive, including, “I felt like the seminar was very useful &
beneficial...excellent speakers.”

UPCOMING
EVENTS
John Collins, (center) chats with Doug Perks (left) and Brian
Russell (right) at the reception following the Fall Business
Meeting.

A special thanks to Chairman Brad Smith and
Co-Chairman Tim Lee for their efforts in
coordinating the program. IHEA also thanks the
17 companies that participated in the Tabletop
Exhibition on the first afternoon. ■

IHEA 75th Annual
Meeting
APRIL 14 - 17, 2004
Biltmore Hotel
Coral Gables, FL

Safety Standards
Seminar
MAY 11 & 12, 2004
Hyatt Regency O’Hare
Rosemont, IL
Magician, Leopold, entertained the crowd with tricks following dinner at Café la Cave.

PHAST Seminars
Speaker Dick Bennett discusses combustion air blower/fluid
flow during the 34th Annual Combustion Seminar.

Combustion Seminar attendees kept exhibitors busy during
the reception & tabletop exhibition.

IHEA sponsored two PHAST training seminars in
September. A Process Heating Assessment
Training was held for end users at AK Steel with
22 attendees and a PHAST Certification Program
at Kolene Corp. had 13 attendees. The end-user
course highlights the use of the Process Heating
Assessment and Survey Tool (PHAST), that can be
used to survey furnaces, to identify major energy
using equipment, to prioritize improvement
opportunities, and to assess available methods
that can be used to improve thermal efficiency in
an industrial plant. The Certification Program is a
workshop and qualifying examination that seeks
to recognize industry experts (suppliers, consultants, and expert users of process heating systems) as Qualified PHAST Specialists to insure
the best possible training for use of PHAST. IHEA
will sponsor additional PHAST training programs
later in 2004. Watch the IHEA website for dates
and locations. ■

FNA 2004
Furnaces North America
SEPTEMBER 23 & 24,
2004
Nashville, TN

35th Annual
Combustion
Seminar and
Exposition
OCTOBER 18 & 19, 2004
Hyatt Regency O’Hare
Rosemont, IL
Visit IHEA’s website for more
information on these activities.
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Elections
The 2004 Board of Directors election is complete.
Jeff Boswell, Louis Etschmaier and Brian Russell were
re-elected to serve another term. Lach Perks of Eclipse
and Bill Pasley of Southern Co. were elected to first
terms on the board. New board members will be installed during the 2004 IHEA Annual Meeting in April. ■

IHEA Unveils Commemorative
75-Year Anniversary Logo

MEMBER NEWS

Process Heating Systems
Sourcebook

Cam Perks

certification includes: Design and manufacture
of heat treatment systems for a wide variety of
standard and specialty metals. ■

Seco/Warwick USA Awarded
IS0 9001:2000 Certification
TÜV America Inc. has announced its Management
Service division has awarded ISO 9001:2000
Certification to Seco/Warwick Corporation on
October 17, 2003. The scope of Seco/Warwick’s

Orders Down in 2nd Quarter but
Rebound in 3rd Quarter
Total domestic and foreign orders for industrial heating
equipment, as reported by 15 members of the Industrial
Heating Equipment Association, for the Second
Quarter of 2003, were $35.87 million, a decrease of
21.1% from orders received and reported by the
same companies for the second quarter of 2002.
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IHEA and ASM are close to a launch date for our
joint Process Heating Home Study Course.
Information on the course will be sent to all
members as soon as the course is available on-line.
IHEA members will receive a significant discount
to take the course. Watch the IHEA website for
updates: www.ihea.org. ■

Look for our special 75-year anniversary logos throughout 2004 as IHEA celebrates a special anniversary
year. Members will be receiving an electronic version
of the logo and printed labels that can be used on
your website, correspondence and literature. We
would like to extend a special thanks to Brent Miller
of Industrial Heating for the design. ■

IHEA was saddened to learn of the passing of A.C.
“Cam” Perks, Chairman Emeritus of Eclipse Inc. on
January 7, 2004. Cam created a global vision for
Eclipse Inc., which led to a
worldwide network of sales,
engineering and manufacturing
facilities. IHEA extends its
sincere sympathy to the Perks
family and Eclipse employees.
IHEA’s has made a donation
in Cam Perks memory to the
Rockford Symphony Orchestra. ■ Cam Perks

INDUSTRY NEWS

Web-based Home Study Course
Available Soon

The sourcebook is in its final stages of revision
and is expected to be released under the combined
logos of DOE and IHEA in the first quarter 2004.
Members of the Process Heating Steering Committee
developed the Sourcebook. Five IHEA members
participate in the committee and were highly
involved in the creation of this book. ■

Eclipse opens office in Mexico
Eclipse Inc., Rockford, Ill., has opened a new
sales office in Mexico City. Eclipse Mexico began
operations in early November with two employees,
Sales Manager Carmelo Cortes and Sales Engineer
Fernando Gutierrez. ■

Ipsen International, Inc. USA Names
Service Center Manager
Mr. Calvin Theiss will support the Aftermarket
needs of heat treaters in the southeastern United
States as Southeast Service Center Manager Ipsen
announced . In this capacity, Mr. Theiss will
offer parts, service and retrofits to captive and
commercial heat treating operations. ■

However, the third quarter orders rebounded slightly,
showing an increase for the first time in several
years. Total domestic and foreign orders for industrial
heating equipment, as reported by 13 members of
the Industrial Heating Equipment Association, for
the Third Quarter of 2003, were $26.4 million, an
increase of 7.1% from orders received and reported
by the same companies for the third quarter of 2002.

Domestic orders for all industrial heating equipment
for the second quarter of 2003 totaled $27.06 million,
a decrease of 27.5% from orders reported in the
same quarter of 2002. Foreign orders for the second
quarter were $8.82 million, up 6.3% from 2002.

Domestic orders for all industrial heating equipment
for the third quarter of 2003 totaled $18.89 million,
an increase of 0.7% from orders reported in the same
quarter of 2002. Foreign orders for the third quarter
were $7.58 million, up 27.3% from 2002.

Domestic industrial furnace and oven orders only for
the first quarter of 2003 were $7.81 million, down
50.9% from the same quarter in 2002. Other domestic
equipment orders, including atmosphere generating
equipment, process control systems, industrial
combustion equipment, replacement parts and other
types of equipment totaled $27.05 million for the
second quarter of 2003, a 9.5% decrease for the same
reporting companies from the same quarter in 2002.

Domestic industrial furnace and oven orders only
for the third quarter of 2003 were $8.53 million, up
0.7% from the same quarter in 2002. Other domestic
equipment orders, including atmosphere generating
equipment, process control systems, industrial combustion equipment, replacement parts and other
types of equipment totaled $10.36 million for the third
quarter of 2003, a 6.5% increase for the same reporting companies from the same quarter in 2002. ■

